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GLPA AS YOU’VE NEVER
SEEN IT BEFORE
Two students from each year
group have been elected to
become journalists for our brand
new student led paper!
Meet the journalists
Year 2 — Isabel and Noah

Over the summer, Green Lane
was fortunate enough to get
lots of new things. We sent
Year 5’s Ella J and Hannah on
a tour around the one way
system to find out more..
Green Lane has seen lots of
positive changes over the last
six months. These changes
have made a huge impact on
children and staff alike.

Year 3 — Lucas and Anna

Staff are loving the relaxing
benches and children are still
overjoyed with all the new
playground equipment.
The biggest change, however,
has to be the music pod. It
gives children who receive
music lessons space to practise
their musical instrument in a
quiet, calm environment
without disrupting other
classes. Hannah, who plays the
guitar, said, “You can’t hear
anything else going on so you
can really concentrate on
practising.” Overall these
changes have been really
helpful and
beneficial to
our Green Lane environment.
By Ella J & Hannah C

Year 4 — Zack and Bella

BREAKING NEWS: BRAND
NEW PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
Some people had different
thoughts.
During lockdown, the school
Lyla B commented, “I think
bought new equipment for
the playground. Some of the there should be more
things that they bought were equipment.” Mila J added, “My
thoughts are that there should
pom poms, skipping ropes,
footballs and small, white and be more goals.”
black wheels.
Why don’t you give it a try
Over two days I asked some yourself and see what you
children in Year 4 what they think?
thought of the new
equipment. This is what some
people had to say..
Scarlett A said, “I think the
equipment is great and lovely.”
Finn W added, “I like the
tyres.”
By Zack S

Year 5 — Hannah and Ella

Year 6 — William and Alyssa

Teacher exclusive
Mrs Coates, Sycamore Class

As his first interview for the school newspaper, Year 6’s William T sat down
with Mrs Coates to chat all things teaching, learning and GLPA. Here is what
she had to say…
Q: How long have you been a teacher?
A: I have been a teacher for around 25 years.
Q: How long have you worked at Green
Lane?
A: Approximately 5 years. It’s a lovely place,
the children are great fun and the staff are
very supportive.
Q: What do you enjoy most about teaching?
A: I really like being part of a child’s amazing
learning journey. I also love being able to
share some of the wonderful things that
there are to learn about the world. Children
are good fun to spend time with, so I really
enjoy my job.
Q: What do you least enjoy about teaching?
A: There isn’t enough time to teach all of the
amazing things that I want to teach my class.
Q: Have you always taught Year 6?
A: No. I have taught in a variety of year
groups including Key Stage 1. However, I
particularly like Year 6.

Q: Did you always know you wanted to be a
teacher?
A: No. I started working with disabled adults
and children which I quite enjoyed, but then I
decided I wanted to go down the teaching
route.

Q: What qualities do you need to become a
great teacher?
A: You need a lot of patience, an enthusiasm for
the job and imparting knowledge to others. You
also need to enjoy variety because every day is
different. Make sure that you can cope with the
unexpected!
Q: How has Green Lane changed in the five
years you have worked here?
A: It’s definitely grown in strength of teaching
staff and the variety of teaching experience
we’ve been able to offer. Overall, it’s changed in
the best way possible.
Q: How has COVID-19 changed your life?
A: I’ve been incredibly lucky as it hasn’t
affected myself or my family at all. However, it
has affected teaching as school was closed for
3 months. It is good to be back in the classroom
full time. We can finally give everyone the
education they deserve.

Litter in Stubs Woods — What Can We
Do To Help? Article and images by Noah D
What is the problem?
There is lots of litter in
Stub Woods behind our
school. It is spoiling the
beautiful woods.
This
can hurt animals and
damage their habitats.
Broken glass is sharp and
can hurt our feet.
Fouling is a problem and
lots of bags are left on
the floor.

What can we do about it?
Here are some solutions to the
problem:
•
Bins for dog waste
•
More bins for other
Rubbish
•
Signs that say no littering
• Teaching people not to litter
• Litter picking by volunteers

Litter bugs:
Noah found
plastic, paper
and glass
bottles
whilst
reporting on
the area.

LOOKING BACK
ON LOCKDOWN
By Anna B

In March, schools across the UK closed and children were
forced to work at home. In this article I interviewed my
friend Molly about her experiences of lock down.
As you can see from Molly’s opinion, lock down did create
some good things too. Molly enjoyed dancing and as a result
she won lots of competitions after words. I got better at
reading and found lots of interesting books, as well as
discovering a love of Star Wars!
What is the best bit about lock down?
That I didn’t have to go to school. I played family games and
got spend time with my family.
What was the worst bit about lockdown?
Not seeing my friends and family because I like my friends. I
miss going to after school clubs.
Star of the week.
I feel happy because I have won a certificate and I get to
share it with my family.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO KNOW ABOUT….
CHARLES DARWIN
By Alyssa V

Born: Shrewsbury, Shropshire on 1tth February 1809
Full name: Charles Robert Darwin
School: Boarding/grammar
University: Cambridge, then he went to university in
Edinburgh
Children: 10
What is he famous for?
Darwin went on a 5 year trip on the HMS Beagle. He visited
the Galapagos Islands to study animals like finches and giant
tortoises. Before he became a naturalist he was a botanist.
How did he change the world?
He told religious people that God didn’t
make everything. He published the
Origin of Species on 24th November,
1859 with Alfred Wallace. He published
it to tell people the Theory of
Evolution.
Did you know?
Darwin’s father didn’t want him to
become a naturalist. Robert wanted him
to become a doctor then a lawyer.

Trick or Treating
with a Difference!
By Noah D

How different was
Halloween celebrations
this year in comparison
to previous years?
I really like trick or
treating at Halloween
but we couldn’t go
outside this year
because of coronavirus.
This year we did our
own version of trick or
treating with my family.
Me and my sister got
dressed up. My mummy
hid behind one door and
gave us treats. My
daddy hid behind
another door and gave
us tricks!
It was different but we
had lots of fun making
Halloween decorations
and eating spooky
sweets and watching
spooky films.

Photography at Green Lane
We have been overwhelmed with amazing images to fit in with our
category, Changing Seasons. Below are some of our favourites!

Henry, Year 1

Georgie, Year 5

Thea, Year 4

Edie, Year 4

Ember, Year 1

Owen, Year 5

Our winner

Sycamore’s Hannah S sent in three
absolutely wonderful autumnal images—we
were spoilt for choice!
We love the fact that these image are
packed with colour and positivity. A huge
congratulations to you Hannah —your prize
will be with you very shortly.
Do you think you’re a bit of a whizz behind
a camera lens? If so, your picture
could be featured on this page
next term.
Our category next term will be
Finding joy in everyday life and
all entries should be sent to
info@glpa.org.uk
Happy snapping!

HOME AND BACK AGAIN
Back at school
one minute then back to the
four walls of home the next.
Larch’s Ella J tells us what it’s
really like to be back in
isolation.
It was really exciting to get
back to school and see my
friends and start learning new
things.

When I found out someone
from my swimming club had
tested positive for COVID 19
and I would have to self
isolate, it was very upsetting.

By Ella J

That next Monday was very
hard for me because I had to
be in the car to take my little
sister to school but I wasn’t
allowed to get out.
When we arrived home I
started some work but it was
really different because I had
just gotten used to having a
teacher there to help. It felt
like months, that week.

Luckily, I had not been identified
as a contact and I could go back
to school on Friday. I was so
excited. I was jumping around my
house! The next day I woke up
early and got my uniform on
straight away, had breakfast and
got into the car. On the way I
was really excited. When I
arrived, I saw my friends and I
was so happy to see them and
they were happy to see me, too.
It was great to be back in class.

YEAR 2 CLASS PETS:
STICK INSECTS By Noah D
Willow class has thirteen stick insects - five are adults
and eight are babies. One is called Boris! The babies
hatched from eggs. They can grow to four inches long
and can live up to three years. They look like sticks
which they use as camouflage to disguise them from
predators!
Funky facts!
•
Stick insects shed their skin when they grow. They
can eat the old skin! If they lose a leg they can
grow another when they shed
•
They breathe through their bodies not through
their mouths
•
Some stick insets can use self defence like toxic
spit!
When do they sleep?
They are nocturnal which means they sleep during the
day and are awake at night.
Where do they live?
Stick insects like humidity so it is important to spray them with water every day. In Willow
the adults live in a plastic box and the babies live in a bag with tiny holes so they can breathe.
They live on a shelf near our book bags with the blind closed.
What do they eat?
Stick insects are herbivores. They eat green leaves and get most of their water through their
food.
How do we look after them?
In Willow we look after them by changing their box every week by putting new leaves in. We
are allowed to play with them but we must be gentle! We pick them up using a paintbrush or
pencil – not our hands.

Two classes, one day...
And a whole lot of
Kids at both Oak and Rowan classes were making Egyptian models with thousands of Lego
bricks during the Lego Creative Workshop 2020. Lego expert Steven Pilling came to our
school to show us how to make Egyptian structures. Some people made pyramids, some
made Sphinx, some even made death masks.
Oak’s class journalist Lucas made sure he asked for
the thoughts and opinions of his fellow class mates.
Alan commented, “I liked that I was trying to build my
first design but I didn't finish it so I built another.”
Sophie N added, “I liked being able to make a pyramid”
Sophie N, whereas Daisy said, “I liked when we added
Lego figures to the building.”
When asking if the class had had fun building ancient
Egyptian stuff, Theo commented, “Yes, I liked building
things” Theo. Rosalyn added, “Yes, I liked building
pyramids and other stuff with Lego”
Then I asked my classmates would they build more
when they got home. Oliver said, “I’m going to build a
pyramid as big as I can” Oliver B. Chloe stated, “Yes, if
I have enough time. If I do have enough time I will
build a Tutankhamun death mask”. Chloe L.
We all thanked Steven for bringing so much Lego and
allowing us to
build what we
wanted to.

Rowan’s Anna gives us a case study on her creation,
the Temple of the Afterlife
It was 25 inches long and 26 inches wide . It’s name
was The Temple of the Afterlife and had both
Cleopatra and Julius Caesar’s mummy’s and the River
Nile. The temple had many chambers and inside was a
chamber full of jewellery. Another chamber full of
furniture and the last one was full of tombs. It also
had the River Nile flowing in through the entrance and
over growing plants on the deck and archway.
There is a mummy trap under the beds. Mr Bright
explained it first and even took a picture for everyone
to see next year.
I did not think the River Nile would be 14 plates
long. I didn’t know how big the Rufus pyramid was to
start with and I didn’t realise how much detail it
would include.
We made our first pyramid but it broke, we made
our second one but it was a bit wonky and then we
made our third but we only had about twenty five
minutes left!

Questions for the expert
Our keen journalists asked
Steven some quick fire
questions

Lucas’s questions
How long have you been playing with
Lego?
31 years
What was your first Lego set?
Lego City
What was your favourite Lego set?
Lego train
Have you ever been to Legoland before?
No, I have not been.
What is the biggest Lego model you
have ever made?
A 2 metre long bridge

Anna’s questions
Have you always loved Lego?
Yes, since I was six.
What was the biggest thing you’ve
ever made?
A 1 metre long bridge
How much did all the Lego you
brought today cost?
£15,000

Anna grilling our expert

A VIKING VOYAGE
th

By Hannah C

It was Wednesday the 7 of October 2020 when Maple and Larch class went on a fantastic
school trip to Murton Park in York. Murton Park is a museum that looks like a Viking
settlement and there are staff dressed up as Viking villagers. Walking into the settlement,
it was clear that they all had special jobs. We tried guarding our land, farming, pottery and
finally some of the groups did wood collecting. We also crushed some grains to make flour
using a quern that only the rich and wealthy people could afford.
Using practise spears and some mini shields, our classes guarded the busy village. The
Vikings use to yell ‘Odin’ just after they raised their spears and they used to shout ‘Charge’
in Norse. They would run after any intruders that posed a threat.
Maple and Larch used real hoes for the farming activity. They cleared the land so the
farmers in the village could plant some carrots and onion and most importantly, wheat. The
crops they grew in England were carrots (white and purple), onions, wheat, oats, barley,
cabbages, beans, peas and they also found wild apples and berries. They grew wheat to make
bread and they washed the vegetables in water.
The few people who went wood collecting walked down to
the gate and went to their right to find a few piles of
wood side by side. They put them down on a cart and 2
people pulled the cart up into the village.
The people who didn’t do wood collecting were guided
into the longhouse. They all sat down and were told to
get into partners and they took it in turns to pull a huge
quern round by a wooden stick.
We really enjoyed this school trip because we learned a
lot about Vikings and the whole day was one huge
adventure!

WHAT TO READ IN 2021

KS1 By Isabel M
The book was written in 1952, by E. B. White and is a
story about the friendship between a pig called Wilbur
and a spider called Charlotte. Being a farm pig Wilbur
is going to be killed, but Charlotte helps her friend by
writing magical words in her web, which the farm
family think are miracles.
As Wilbur is a very special pig, the family take him to
the fair to try and win prizes.
There is a lot of change in the book. Fern who owns
Wilbur grows up to be an older girl and spends less
time with Wilbur. Charlotte gets older
and Wilbur changes from a pig who is
going to be killed into a very special pig.
My favourite part of the book is when
the animals and the family visit the fair
as the children have fun on the rides,
and one of the pigs is telling jokes.
This book can be read by anyone who
likes adventure books about farm
animals.

KS2 By Zack S
This story is about four children that
have four different problems. They
each tell some twisted version of
Shakespeare’s stories. They tell
twisted versions of Hamlet, Macbeth,
A midsummer night’s dream and Romeo
and Juliet.
The main characters are four
adventurous kids.
They are called Izzy,
Zach, Maisie and Jodi.
What I like about this
book is the funniness
of the characters and
also it can get young
people interested in
Shakespeare.
I’d give this book 10
out of 10 stars.

THE SAME,
BUT DIFFERENT
By Alyssa V

Before COVID, school was very different from the school
we have today. We have had to put social distancing guide
lines in place.
Before COVID we could play with other years and go into
their class rooms. Also, we could all go into assemblies
together. One of the big changes is that at the start of
the year, children could walk around school, but now we
can’t. Luckily, we could walk around school to get our
siblings for photos.
Now we all start and finish school at different times, as
well as having different break and lunch times. For
example, Year 5 and 6 start school at 8:30 and finish at
3:00. In addition, we have to wash our hands and hand
sanitise more than before.
To help stop spreading Corona Virus, teachers will wear
masks when coming in close contact with a pupil, or whilst
walking around school. Also to help out, parents wear masks
when bringing their children to school. As parents can’t
come in for parent’s evening, we did them over Zoom. To
make sure classes don’t mix, the KS2 Playground is split in
half by tables. Around the school, there are arrows to
show a one way system. When you walk around school you
have to put the social distancing guide lines in.
In conclusion, we have to put in lots of changes to allow us
to come back to school. However, we are all enjoying being
back and seeing our friends.

JOE WICKS’S 24 HOUR PE

A JUGGLING
ACT
By Ella J

Having a hobby can sometimes be
very difficult, especially when it
comes to juggling it with school.
Currently I swim for the City of
Leeds which means I have to swim 6
times a week, one of which is on a
Thursday morning at 5:00, meaning I
have to wake up at 4:15am. That can
sometimes be challenging because I
can feel tired in morning lessons.
Another difficulty can be trying to
balance homework with night time
sessions.
But its not all bad! When you have a
hobby its great to meet new people
and you also get to be part of a
team. It’s also good for learning how
to commit to something and great
for fitness.
It’s great to have a hobby like
swimming! In the future I’d love to
become an Olympic swimmer, but in
order to be an Olympian I know I
have to continue to work hard in
swimming and in school.

Joe Wicks MBE is a Keep-Fit guy who raised money for
BBC Children in Need. On Friday 13th November 2020,
Joe did an amazing 24-hour PE challenge on YouTube.
All the boys & girls in Green Lane Year 3 joined Joe via
the internet and burned off hundreds of calories in
their classrooms and raised over £400.
During the 24 hour PE challenge, Joe was also joined by
celebrity friends like singer Sam Smith, Paralympian
cyclist Dame Sarah Storey and footballer Frank
Lampard.
Joe’s challenge raised over £2,000,000 for charity.
The total money raised by Children this year came to
over £41,000,000!
This gigantic sum of money will help over 3000 children’s
charities in the United Kingdom. In 2019, Joe Wicks was
made a Schools Ambassador for Children in Need.
Joe said, “I’m incredibly proud to be BBC Children in
Need’s first ever School’s Ambassador, it really is an
honour. As a Dad, I am passionate about children’s health,
wellbeing & happiness and hope that by inspiring children
to get together & get active we can make a real and lasting
impact”.
Written by Lucas S

SHOULD YEAR 6
SATS BE BANNED?
SATS are tests that year 6 do at the end of the School Year. But are
SATS a good thing or a bad thing? Should Year 6 be doing them? I am
going to consider the arguments for and against in this article.
Here are all my arguments for keeping SATs: Firstly, a good reason
that Year 6s should do SATs is that they test our knowledge. The SATs
test results show how much we have learnt, so when we go to high school
the teachers know which set to put us in so we can learn more.
My second argument for keeping SATs is that it is good practise for us
to take tests as we do lots of tests in high school. We need to know how
the tests work if we are doing them over and over again.

My third and final argument for keeping SATs is the fact that it shows
how good our school is. If we all get really high scores it will show how
good Green Lane is and how brilliant the teachers are, so more children
will want to come to our school. If we study hard we will get higher
scores which will rank our school higher than other schools in Garforth.
Now, here are my arguments against SATs:
My first argument against SATs is that they take up so much time.
Because we do so many tests there is hardly enough time for other
lessons. We could be learning more interesting things, but instead we are
doing lots of SATs.

DUST OFF THOSE
DANCING SHOES
By Bella S

In Year 4 the two classes,
Hazel and Chestnut, took part
in a dance off. They both did a
dance called Rasputin. They
practised it every Tuesday and
Friday for half an hour.
When they had practised and
practised, the day of the dance
arrived. The Rasputin dance
off took place in the hall. Both
classes performed and Mrs
Carlisle was the judge.
She decided that Hazel class
were the winners. They were
all so excited, they got to have
an extra play time. Both
classes enjoyed learning a new
dance that was full of energy
and fun.

My next argument for the cancelling of SATs is that they are very
stressful. Lots of students worry about them. They can even give us
nightmares and make us nervous. This is very bad for us.
My third argument is that SATS only test maths and English. Over the
school year we learn about lots of different subjects, but SATS only
test Maths and English. Why do we learn about lots of different
subjects if our SATs only test two subjects? They should test more
subjects, like spelling and science because we might be better at them
than maths and English.
My last and final point for stopping SATs for Year 6s is that we already
know the answer. Our school is amazing. The teachers are amazing.
Everyone is smart in their own way. So why do we need to be tested with
SATS? By William T

A SENSORY SUCCESS
Sensory Circuits has gone down a storm this year. It is designed
to get children calm and ready for the school day ahead. It all
started in January when Mrs Kirwan had a brain wave! It runs
every morning before school and different children attend each
day. The kids really enjoy this because it’s calming and fun. At
the end of the session each day the children finish with a
‘squash.’ This is a yoga ball and a crash mat which are used to
encourage children to relax before the busy day ahead.
Mrs Stainburn said, “Some children are enjoying Sensory
Circuits to help them feel settled and focused for the school
day, its lovely to see the children enjoying all the different
activities. The children are enjoying squashing time the most, it
leaves them feeling calm and ready to learn.”
Written by Hannah C

